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Work item code:
Category:

* B (Addition of feature)

Reason for *
change:

Visuallization clients are having a very hard time interacting with
WFS's because of the volume of data that can be generated when you are
zoomed out too far. Also, geometries may be simplified to remove
detail as you zoom out further reducing the size of the output
generated. This is a problem even if the WFS output stream is
compressed ... which it should always be.
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Summary of *
change:

Add three optional parameters to the GetFeature request. The
parameters are called resolution, resolutionX and resolutionY. You
either specify resolution OR resolutionX/resolutionY. If you specify
resolution this implies this means that the resolution in the X and Y
directions is that same. Otherwise you can set the X and Y resolution
independently. The resolution parameters may be used to generalize
geometry suitable for the specified resolution. This means that
non-visible segments are removed or it may even mean not displaying
anything if you are zoomed too far out.

Consequences if The interaction between visualization clients and WFS's will continue
to behave badly. For example ... waiting a long time for the WFS to
not approved:
generate a huge GML response document if the client zooms out too far.
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